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Abstract: In a tense relation with ideologies (submission / opposition to) and reflecting the cultural 
paradigm of a particular space or time, language has taken different functions at different moments in 

history. But its utmost relevance should be found in the lives and works of writers. On many occasions, 

Norman Manea, one of the most acclaimed contemporary authors in exile, has stated his belief that, by 

continuing to write in his mother tongue, he continues, in a way, to inhabit his motherland. Our 
presentation will try to explore the idea of native language as a place of exile in relation to the author’s 

life context. 
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1. Writers and Exiles 

Norman Manea is one of the most famous Romanian contemporary writers in exile, his 

name having been shortlisted for the Nobel Prize for Literature in 2013. 

In an interview he gave to Claudio Megris in 1998, the writer considers the exile “the 

essence” of his individuality, his writing being nothing but the creative result of this 

uprootedness, of this “living in the fissure, in the uncertainty, in the dessert in which Levinas saw 

the true nature of the spirit, capable to replace the soil with the letter.”
1 (Manea 1999: 191). His 

words remind us of Julia Kristeva’s take on the subject: “ Psychoanalysis led me to the 

conclusion that it was the exile that constituted me, not my affiliation.” (Kristeva 200: 26). 

The confession made in Întoarcerea huliganului (The Hooligan’s Return. A Memoir)
2 : 

”All I could do was to take my language, my home, with me. The snail’s house” (Manea 2016: 

209), reiterated on various occasions (before and after), is a core statement of his life and work. 

Taking one’s native tongue as their “home” in exile has been the destiny of at least two other 

Romanian writers from his natal land (Bukovina) that Manea feels sympathetic to: Aharon 

Appelfeld and Paul Celan (Manea 1999: 173). Both of them continued to write in the language of 

their childhood: Appelfeld in Hebrew and Celan in German (although he emigrated to France). 

Like Manea, Appelfeld lived the horrifying experience of deportation to Transnistria at an early 

age. Celan escaped it by chance, but never overcame the trauma of losing his both parents to it, a 

tragedy that would eventually lead him into committing suicide. Another Romanian author of 

Jewish origin, Benjamin Fondane, lost his sister, then his own life to Auschwitz. The number of 

Jewish writers cast away from their homelands at the beginning of the past century needs no 

further comments... With regard to this and to his own “Jewishness”, Manea confesses that 

Proust, Canetti, Babel, Schulz, Kafka and Svevo are writers with whom he shares “the same 

Jewish literary constellation.” (Manea 1999: 173). 

In fact, there are so many references to exile and to his Jewish origin (made either in 

                                                             
1 All citations from books in Romanian or French (in orig.) have been translated into English by the author of this  

article. 
2 All English book titles of the Romanian or French editions referred to (in orig.) in the text reproduce the English 

titles  of the existing English editions or of their English translations currently in use.  



books, public speeches or interviews) that it would be extremely difficult for the researcher to 

address all of them in one article, leaving aside the complexity of the subject per se. 

But the question we are trying to answer here addresses exclusively the author’s 

conviction that, by continuing to write in Romanian, he has actually continued to “inhabit” his 

homeland ever since his departure, in 1986. One way of interpreting this “resistance” to the 

status of an exile would be to consider it as a defense against its trauma. But even so, has Norman 

Manea always been at home in  his native tongue after his departure in 1986? 

Exile could take many forms (inner exile, external exile), the status of someone in exile 

varying                     from that of an exile / self-exile / refugee to that of an émigré or expatriate, according to 

different social and political paradigms throughout history. The approaches to the subject have 

been numerous and pertaining to different perspectives (Gilles Deleuze, Jacques Derrida, 

Edward Said, Alexis Nouss, George Steiner, Zygmunt Bauman, and many others). But the list of 

writers whose lives were or have been touched by it seems almost endless: Ovid, Dante Alighieri, 

Voltaire, Victor Hugo, Emile Zola, Lord Byron, Oscar Wilde, T. S. Eliot, D. H. Lawrence, Henri 

James, Joyce, Vladimir Nabokov, Joseph Conrad, Ernest Hemingway, Arthur Koestler, Pablo 

Neruda, Bertold Brecht, Osip Mandelstam, Stefan Zweig, Emil Cioran, Mircea Eliade, Vintilă 

Horia, Ion Caraion, Paul Goma, Monica Lovinescu, Virgil Ierunca, Salman Rushdie, Aleksandr 

Solzhenitsyn, Milan Kundera etc... 

In defining exile, Edward Said’s famous essay on the topic, Reflections on Exile, takes as 

a starting point one of the most penetrating George Steiner’s statements about the nowadays 

Western culture: “it seems proper that those who create art in a civilization of quasi-barbarism, 

which has made so many homeless, should themselves be poets unhoused and wanderers across 

language. Eccentric, aloof, nostalgic, deliberately untimely...” (Said 2002: 180). By the same 

token, Lukács’ concept of the novel as “transcendental homelessness” in a world without God - 

“for the novel form is, like no other, an expression of this transcendental homelessness” - 

(Lukács 1974: 41) might also describe Manea’s work after 1986. 

2. The Language-land and the Inner Exile 

Norman Manea is not a typical exile. In just one lifetime, he has had several encounters 

with History, being subjected to different successive exiles. When he was only 5 years old, he 

and his family were forcibly boarded a cattle wagon to Transnistria, experiencing the terrible 

drama of ethnic deportation. At the age of 50, he started the adventurous journey of an exile, 

after having decided to escape from the Romanian totalitarian system. The decision would firstly 

take him to Berlin and eventually to New York, where he has been a Professor and writer in 

residence at Bard College since 1989. In between these two forms of external alienation from the 

motherland, he exercised the inner exile, as a survival mechanism in the repressive Socialist 

Republic of Romania. One by one, the multiple exiles of Norman Manea took the paradoxical 

colors of the 20th century’s     major political plagues (the fascist nationalism and the communism), 

to finally enter the era of globalization, with its continue deterritorialization that has transformed 

emigration into a mass phenomenon. As for the present pandemic and its lockdowns or the new 

exile at home, Norman Manea remarks: “This time, the tyranny has the mystery on its side in that 

it is not a human toxic action, but one pertaining to Nature, a suddenly and enigmatically 

poisoned Nature.” (Manea, 2020). Whoever ponders on the speed of dramatic social changes that 

history has inflicted upon humanity in the past 100 years cannot help asking themselves: is there 

something about exile that we haven’t seen yet? 

From a moral standpoint, it is worth noting that, under the communist regime, Norman 

Manea could have turned language into a survival device to promote his personal agenda in a 



world of compromise, as many of his fellow writers did. He chose the difficult path of an exile 

instead. 

Putting into perspective a writer’s stubbornness to inhabit their native tongue (their 

language- land, as we would like to call it), even in adverse situations or especially then 

(Adorno, Arendt, Celan, Manea...), inevitably brings to mind the Freudian concept of regressus 

ad uterum (one’s unconscious wish to return to the maternal womb, to the feelings of happiness 

and security experienced in the prenatal stage of life). “I had finally found my true domicile. The 

language promises not only the re-birth, but also the legitimation, the real citizenship and the real 

belonging [...]... this was going to be, I knew it, the infantile refuge of survival.” (Manea 2016 : 

209). Starting with 1969, when he published his first book in Romania (Night on the Long Side), 

the writer got comfortably installed in his self-protective language-land, this inner exile from the 

dystopian society he was living in. Disguised in the professional persona of a hydrotechnical 

engineer (another stratum of his defensive cocoon), Manea was gradually taken into possession 

by “the Other”, “the double”: his thoughts were at times interrupted and he would be instantly 

transported “into another language, a secret language, a quiet one, one that could only be heard 

by the possessive and despotic “double”. This second language gradually imposed its game and 

obsessions on me.” (Manea 2004: 9). In a way, the author’s “second language” - as he describes it 

- brings to mind Deleuze and Guattari’s definition of the literary style: “being a stranger within 

one’s own language “ (Deleuze and Guattari 1980: 125), definition inspired by Proust’s famous 

words : “Masterpieces are written in a sort of foreign language” and subsequently reformulated 

by Deleuze as “the foreign language within the language”. For the latter, the writer is “a stranger 

within his own language”, he “carves a foreign language within his language, one that doesn’t 

preexist.” (Deleuze 1993: 138). 

In time, Norman Manea’s second language, the inner shelter that he continued to 

abstractly inhabit while still living in Romania, became increasingly threatened by the regime’s 

censorship. A censorship that ruled every aspect of the language (literature, daily speech etc.). In 

the end, everybody would eventually be forced to internalize it, in an attempt to “arrest” one’s 

creativity and sabotage the free expression of their individuality. Norman Manea’s leaving the 

country for good in 1986 might be interpreted as the final “acting out” of an obstinate inner exile 

that had started long before the writer’s actual departure. 

3. Le pays réthorique. Language as Exile 

In The Fifth Impossibility, Norman Manea confesses that, in New York, he continued to 

live in the Romanian language, as Paul Celan continued to live in the German language while he 

was in Paris. Inhabiting one’s native tongue seems to be the suitable solution for many writers in 

the diaspora. What is a country if not “le pays rhétorique” (“the rhetorical country”) described by 

Vincent Descombes in Proust, philosophie du roman (Proust: Philosophy of the Novel)?“The 

character is at home when he is at ease with the rhetoric of the people whom he shares his life 

with. The sign that we are at home is the fact that we manage to make ourselves understood 

without too many efforts and, at the same time, we manage to comprehend our interlocutors’ 

reasons without too many explanations. A character’s rhetoric country ends where his 

interlocutors don’t understand the reasons behind his gestures and deeds anymore, neither his 

plaints, nor his manifestations of  admiration.” (Descombes 1987: 179) 

Wasn’t this the rhetorical country Norman Manea was inhabiting when he published 

Happy Guilt in “The New Republic”, in 1991? The article, republished in Romanian (Felix 

culpa) shortly after, brought to the public attention the sympathy for the Iron Guard that Eliade 

manifested in his youth. In 1991 Norman Manea was living outside Romania’s borders but inside 



his mother tongue, as a token of his love for the forsaken country, finally freed from the 

totalitarian prison... Two years after the fall of Ceaușescu’s regime, he took a chance on the 

Romanian intelligentsia’s mentality, hoping for a dismissal of the communist nationalism 

responsible for the silence surrounding the pro-fascist articles written by the young Mircea 

Eliade. Why, then, a good many of Romanian intellectuals turned against the exiled writer? So 

much for the motherland and the snail’s house... Wasn’t it an empty shell, a metaphorical 

reminder, in a way, of Derrida’s words : “I only have one language; it is not mine!” (Derrida 

1998: 1)? Romanian language as Norman Manea’s rhetorical country seemed to abruptly end 

there, in 1991, when the writer found himself alone before his fellow rhetorical citizens who 

suddenly needed “too many explanations” in order to “understand” his gesture. Yet the 

“infamous” article was just stating documented historical facts. 

After the author’s first comeback to Romania, he notes: “The city seems tired, fallen into 

apathy. Proustian memories? The Proustian exile, in one’s own room? But what about the true 

exile, what about the ”mask” of the enemy promoted by the Homeland’s journals?” (Manea 

2016: 258).  

The author’s description of the profound meaning of language as one’s home, published 

in an article in Partisan Review, in 1994, is touching: “For the writer, language is a placenta. 

Language is not only a sweet and glorious conquest, but intellectual legitimation, a home. 

Through language, writers feel both rooted and free in kinship with their fellows everywhere. 

Language is the writer's home and homeland. Being driven out of this final and essential refuge 

is the most brutal disruption of his being. His creativity is burned to the core” (Manea 1994: 5). 

Fortunately, in spite of Motherland’s old defenses, significant positive changes have occurred in 

the way Romanians perceive the writer and his work ever since. 

Do Eliade’s political views as a young man make him a lesser scholar/writer? That has 

never been Manea’s standpoint. In the “infamous” article, otherwise a well-balanced and 

scientifically accurate approach, he states: “to draw a connection between his scholarship and his 

“fascist” period, to cast an inquisitorial eye on “suspect” details in his many learned studies, 

would be to provide a perfect example of totalitarian methodology” (Manea 2012 : 93). To him, 

the core of the problem lies in the necessity to discriminate between Mircea Eliade’s writings as 

a scholar and writer (that should be judged by esthetic and scientific standards only), and his 

intimate political beliefs surfacing (or not) his autobiographical work. The latter still needs to be 

subjected to the ethical test: “Many literary critics in Romania and elsewhere have stressed, 

moreover, the humanist value of his literary work: the stimulating and mysterious ambiguity of 

his prose, his magical fantasy and enigmatically coded reality, the free play and the dreamy 

compassion of his writing. But this does not diminish the questions that must be raised. Quite the 

opposite, it aggravates them. Literature must primarily meet aesthetic criteria, not moral ones, 

just as scholarly work must meet scholarly standards. But journals, memoirs, autobiography: 

such strictly personal reckonings cannot avoid the ethical test” (Manea 2012 : 93). 

It is not the aim of the present essay to revive the dispute stirred up by the publication of 

Felix culpa back in the‘90s. Let us just say that, at least between 1991 and 2012, the author paid 

a dear price for having mistaken his native language for his rhetorical country. In other words, 

writing in Romanian suddenly became a completely different matter than “talking the language” 

of his fellow Romanians ... This raises an important question regarding the extent to which an 

exiled writer can still find himself/ herself in accord with his/ her native country’s mindset by 

simply continuing to write in their mother tongue. Wouldn’t it be more accurate to say that, most 

of the times, one’s mere act of leaving their country is, in itself, an indicator of a preexistent 



fissure between the leaving artist/thinker’s system of values and that of their homeland? 

Especially in the case of a political self-exile, the person leaves their natal habitus (Bourdieu 

2007) to find a new one that their personal beliefs and mental structures seem to better 

correspond to in terms of political, cultural, and social paradigm. 

Although triggered by his article on Eliade’s early anti-Semitism, Norman Manea’s 

“exile” in his own language-land between 1991and 2012 was not necessarily related to his own 

Jewishness, as he seems to believe, but to the social and cultural desynchronization between the 

writer’s belief system and that of his homeland. Back in 1991, looking at the mythical aura of 

some of their national cultural figures with rational detachment was quite a challenge to a great 

many of Romanians. Having been treated as a minor player in the politics of the world for almost 

its entire history, at least culturally speaking, Romania had to be populated by outstanding, 

impeccable human beings. At the dawn of their newly-gained freedom, its citizens, 

psychologically “moulded” for more than half a century by successive dictators and dictatorships 

(Carol the 2nd, the Iron Guard, Ion Antonescu, the communist regime) couldn’t face the demons 

of their own low self- esteem. Manea’s homeland acted like a child who looks up to his “parents” 

with infinite reverence, ready to conveniently forget and even deny anything that couldn’t fit in 

the fairy tale. The idea that Mircea Eliade had been, in his youth, one of the brightest intellectuals 

of his time (like Cioran, Noica, Vintila Horia, and others) who put their faith in the wrong place 

was as unbearable as twisting the knife in the narcissistic wound of the nation. But what Manea 

reproaches the great scholar is the fact that he never publicly acknowledged and fully took 

responsibility for that period in his life, nor he expressed remorse for it. None of these can be 

found in the brief and lacunar mentions of this “Felix culpa” in his memoirs and journals. 

Without denying the anti-Semitic public stands generated by Manea’s article, we believe 

that the underlying forces at play in the Romanian intelligentsia’s mixed, rather hostile response 

to it had more to do with a social defense mechanism against the deconstruction of the national 

myths, so dearly cultivated for more than a century. On the contrary, those who evoked the 

writer’s Jewish origin were echoing the long-exercised semantic overlap between patriotism, 

nationalism, and chauvinism that dominated the Balkans before and between the two world wars. 

The assumption seems all the more appropriate if we think of another contemporary exiled 

Romanian writer of Jewish origin, Andrei Codrescu. In an interview given to Robert Birnbaum 

for Identity Theory, in 2004, Codrescu confesses about the mixed feelings he experiences 

whenever he visits his native town: “I love the old buildings and I love my hometown; I love 

certain things about it. But there are unspoken codes of manners. There are still social taboos, 

things that I forgot. And they are still there. I don’t recognize them anymore. I don’t know the 

appropriate response to certain things and I can’t wait to escape. I come back and I feel a sense of 

relief—like I can stretch my legs.” Andrei Codrescu and his family were part of the Jewish 

people “sold” by Ceausescu’s regime to the State of Israel in exchange for their freedom. In 

1966, the State of Israel paid the Romanian government several thousands of dollars for each 

member of the family (the 19 years old boy and his mother) so that they could leave the country. 

A good enough reason to aggravate one’s relation with their homeland... But for young Codrescu 

the exile was the desired, “promised land of Adventure” (Codrescu 1989: 97). The discomfort he 

experiences during his visits in the post communist Romania is not related to a remnant racial 

discrimination in the mentality of the population, but rather to the gap between his rhetorical 

country and the old “social taboos” of the motherland, as he puts it... Consistent with this attitude 

(in 2005 he made a documentary about Romania, in an attempt to “take the temperature” of his 

native country) is the way he looks at his own exile, described as a dream that came true at the 



right moment in his life, which happened to coincide with the most auspicious period in the 

history of emigration to the USA: "I had come at the right time, at a time when my expectations 

of the West corresponded to the West's expectations of itself. It was a fortunate juncture” 

(Codrescu 1989: 101). 

On the other hand, Paul Goma’s complete marginalization after the publication of The Red 

Week in 2003 (an essay that brought him serious allegations of anti-Semitism) shows that such a 

huge fall out of grace in the case of someone who, up to the incident, had been the icon of the 

Romanian dissidence during the communism, wouldn’t have been possible in a society with 

xenophobic reflexes. It is also true that the 12-year gap between the two incidents (the one 

featuring Manea and the one featuring Goma) played an important role in the stabilization of the 

agitated socio-political environment in Romania at the beginning of the 90’s. On the contrary, the 

intolerance with regard to any attempt at demystifying significant national myths reached a peak 

in 1998, with the release of the famous no. 265 (February 27) issue of Dilema. For the first time 

after the fall of communism, one of the most emblematic cultural reviews in Romania dedicated 

an entire issue to the articles signed by several representative writers of the new generation (at 

the time) that dared question “the myth of the national poet”, Mihai Eminescu. The scandal has 

echoed to the present day. 

Has Norman Manea always been at home in his native tongue? An honest answer to the 

question should emphasize that, after 1991, the author’s “snail’s house” and his rhetorical 

country were two different realities. For more than a decade, the writer continued to carry with 

him an empty shell instead of a country. Since 2012, though, when Romanian Writers’ Union 

awarded him the National Prize for Literature, the motherland has been trying to lure back its 

“lost” son. At present, Norman Manea’s language-land is no longer a place of exile for its 

occupant. 

Maybe in the not so distant future, the Romanian young generations - who have been 

receiving his writings with increasing enthusiasm for some time now - will be able to offer 

Norman Manea a better version of the rhetorical republic of Romania. 

4. Conclusions 

Like many uprooted authors, Norman Manea has always been aware of the impact of the 

exile on his psychological makeup (see the citation at the beginning of the paper). Unlike other 

exiled Romanian writers of Jewish origin, though, for almost a decade he continued to live in a 

second- degree exile that prevented him from still “speaking the language” of his former fellow 

countrymen. In our opinion, Norman Manea’s second-degree exile between 1991 and 2012 was 

not a direct consequence of his Jewishness, but one of the collateral casualties (at an individual 

scale) of the clash between two different stages in the history of mentalities. His mindset seemed 

to be more in tune with the cultural paradigm of the free world rather than with that of his native 

country (still fighting its own demons at the time). On a different tone, though, such an 

assumption can’t and doesn’t just wipe away any of the anti-Semitic stains on the cheek of the 

Romanian cultural and political life at the beginning of the 90’s. 

The publication of Happy Guilt alienated the writer from his “snail’s house”. Despite his 

repeatedly stating the opposite, just as a heart stops beating for a few seconds, the writer, too, 

stopped living in his rhetorical country for quite a while. Language as a place of exile in one’s 

mother tongue... “What else do we possess other than the exile? The exile before and after the 

exile.” (Manea 2016: 246). 

Norman Manea reminds us of the myth of the wounded healer who never heals himself, 

but might heal the others. Trying to heal the world has always been one of the multiple tasks of 



the artist. Augustus the Fool shows us that, making the audience laugh at one’s most profound 

wounds is, sometimes, what it takes. 
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